
OMIS joins Sequotech Group

David Hueber, CEO of Sequotech and dbi services: “The acquisition of OMIS

is a significant milestone in the productization strategy of the group, further

expanding our service portfolio with the data migration framework OMrun.

The existing team and client base of OMIS further allows us to strengthen our

foothold in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, particularly Zurich”.

Marc Keller, CEO of OMIS AG: “We believe that the combination of our strong

and established framework with Sequotech’s existing customer base as well as

its professional sales team can significantly accelerate the growth of OMrun

from day one.”

OMIS will become part of dbi services, and OMIS employees will be fully

integrated into the dbi services team.

About OMIS AG

Founded in 2000, OMIS AG is an IT services firm based in Uster (ZH). The

company provides highly automated solutions focusing on quality assurance,

data monitoring, data migration, and data pseudonymization.

OMrun, the company’s flagship product, is a data comparison software

performing in-memory consistency checking of data from various sources

and databases. The product is used for one-time data migrations as well as

for consistency monitoring of data across different databases within

organizations. The framework reports data differences at the field level in a

user-friendly dashboard. This allows data owners to identify and correct any

discrepancies and thereby improve data quality and minimize risk and

maintenance effort.

Sequotech is a Swiss group of specialized IT services companies aiming to

develop a strong position in the Swiss market and in neighboring countries both

organically and through targeted acquisitions. The companies that currently make

up the group are dbi services SA, UDITIS SA (including Web Expert and Arcentis)

and OMIS AG. The group’s vision is to further strengthen its position by adding

one or two partners per year in order to become one of Switzerland’s leading

providers of specialized IT services.

For this transaction, Sequotech was advised by Wenger & Vieli (legal) and Ernst &

Young (tax).
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Delémont, May 24th, 2022 – Sequotech Group is acquiring OMIS AG – Open

Mind Information Systems – a specialized IT services company. The

transaction marks Sequotech’s third successful add-on acquisition this year

after the purchase of Neuchâtel-based UDITIS in January and Jura-based

Arcentis in March. The group thereby continues to execute its ambitious

growth strategy and is further strengthening its position in the Swiss market.

The foundation of this strategy was laid by Verium, a multi-family office

based in Zurich, when it acquired the majority of dbi services through

Sequotech (formerly IT Data Holding) in November 2020. OMIS’ key people

remain invested as shareholders and will continue to develop the company as

part of Sequotech.
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OMIS AG, left to right: Marc Keller (CEO), Oliver 

Schwark (Senior Consultant), Frank Zeindler (CTO)


